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ABSTRACT

Objective(s): Nanocarriers are drug delivery vehicles, which have attracted the attention of researchers in
recent years, particularly in cancer treatment. The encapsulation of anticancer drugs using protein nanocages
is considered to be an optimal approach to reducing drug side-effects and increasing the bioavailability of
anticancer drugs. Epirubicin (EPR) is an active chemotherapeutic medication used in the treatment of
breast cancer. However, the toxicity of this drug against normal cells is a considerable limitation in therapy.
EPR toxicity could be reduced using nanocarriers and dual-targeted drug delivery. Dual-targeted drug
delivery system was developed by the conjugation of dopamine (DA) with horse spleen apoferritin (HsAFr)encapsulated EPR to overcome the limitations of chemotherapeutic EPR in breast cancer treatment. HsAFrEPR-DA complexes could target the scavenger receptors, transferrin receptors 1, and DA receptors, which
are overexpressed on breast cancer cells.
Materials and Methods: UV-Visible, fluorescence, and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopic techniques and
transmission electronic microscope (TEM) have been applied to characterize HsAFr-EPR-DA complexes. In
the present study, we utilized human breast cancer cell line (MCF-7), aiming to compare the cytotoxicity of
HsAFr-EPR-DA complexes to free EPR.
Results: The toxicity was measured using the MTT assay, which demonstrated that the dual-targeted
nanocarrier (HsAFr-EPR-DA) enhanced cytotoxicity against MCF-7 more significantly compared to nontargeted nanocarriers.
Conclusion: The findings of the current research indicated that the synthesized HsAFr-DA complex was an
optimal nanocarrier for the dual-targeted delivery of anticancer drugs.
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INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the most prevalent cancer and
the main cause of cancer deaths in women across
the world. In 2012, reports estimated the number
of cancer cases to be 1.7 million in women, with
522,000 deaths [1]. The treatments that are
currently used for cancer therapy include surgery,
chemotherapy, radiotherapy, immunotherapy, and
targeted therapies. Nonetheless, the effectiveness
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of these strategies has been substantially impaired
due to drug resistance mechanisms and their nonspecific toxicity, prompting the development of
new therapeutic strategies [2, 3]. Anthracyclines
are anticancer chemotherapeutic agents, which are
broadly utilized in the treatment of breast cancer.
The anticancer activity of these drugs is through
the inhibition of topoisomerase , which prevents
DNA synthesis and leads to cell death [4, 5].
Recent studies have confirmed that anthracyclines
increase the risk of clinical cardiotoxicity, thereby
leading to heart failure [6]. Anthracyclines such
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as doxorubicin and epirubicin (EPR) are optical
isomers, which are considered to be most active
compared to other chemotherapeutic drugs
[7]. Owing to its limited side-effects compared
to doxorubicin, EPR is used for the treatment of
breast cancer patients after the surgical removal
of the tumor [8].Protein nanocages have been
extensively investigated as drug delivery carriers
in bionanotechnology [9]. These agents are
considered to be potent nanocarriers owing to
their biocompatible, nonimmunogenic, stability,
and biodegradable nature [10].
Horse spleen apoferritin (HsAFr) is a spherical
protein nanocage, which has been reported to be
an effective nanocarrier for the dual-targeted drug
delivery of cancer cells since it has more receptors
on the membrane of cancer cells compared to
normal cells. Furthermore, the surface of HsAFr
contains numerous functional groups, which could
be modified to prepare targeted ligands [11].
Ferritin is the protein involved in the storage
of iron ions and is found in plants, animals, and
humans. When iron ions are removed from the
ferritin cavity, they are converted into apoferritin
protein [12]. Each HsAFr is composed of 24
polypeptide subunits, which self-assemble to
form a protein nanostructure [13]. In addition,
HsAFr consists of two types of subunits, including
the heavy and light chains, the molecular mass
of which is 21,000 and 19,000 Da, respectively
[14]. HsAFr has 14 channels that are located at
the junctions of the protein subunits, among
which eight threefold symmetric channels are
hydrophilic, and six fourfold symmetric channels
are hydrophobic [15]. HsAFr also contains a cage
with the external diameter of 12 nanometers and
inner cavity diameter of eight nanometers [16].
Encapsulation of anticancer drugs in HsAFr
nanocages is based on pH-induced HsAFr
dissociation and reassembly properties [17]. The
subunits of HsAFr could be dissociated in strong
acidic or alkaline environments (pH: 2 or 13) and
associated by returning the pH to the physiological
level (7.4) [18, 19]. HsAFr protein structure has
been investigated at different pH levels by small
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements.
HsAFr is stable over a wide pH range (3.4-10), and
denaturation of HsAFr occurs when it is heated at
temperatures above 80°C for 10 minutes [20, 21].
In breast cancer cells, the cellular uptake of
HsAFr nanocarriers occurs through the transferrin
1 receptor (TfR) and scavenger receptor, which are
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overexpressed in MCF-7 cells [22-24]. Moreover,
the HsAFr surface could be modified with
biomolecules such as antibodies [25], peptides
[26], aptamers [27], and small molecules, such as
dopamine [28].
In the advanced stages of the disease, breast
cancer patients do not often respond to therapy,
which urges the development of novel biomarkers
and effective therapeutics. Dopamine (DA)
receptors are found on breast cancer cells [29];
therefore, it is essential to target these receptors
as the therapeutic targets in breast cancer [30].
DA is a biochemical substance with the formula
of 3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine (catecholamine),
which is secreted from the mussels [31]. DA
receptors are a class of G-protein-coupled
receptors. DA has five types of receptors, and it
has been reported that dopamine type-1 receptor
(D1R) is more significantly overexpressed in breast
cancer cells than other cancer cell types [29].
The present study aimed to develop a dualtargeting delivery system for EPR anticancer drug
using the HsAFr nanocage to reduce its side-effects
on normal cells. In addition, DA was utilized as a
targeting ligand. The proposed delivery system
targets breast cancer cells via two receptors (TfR
and DA receptors). In this article, cytotoxicity was
estimated against the MCF-7 cell line in order to
demonstrate the effectiveness of HsAFr-EPR-DA
drug delivery system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental materials
In this study, HsAFr was purchased from
Callbiochem. Dopamine hydrochloride, 1-ethyl3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC)
and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich, USA. Coomassie blue G-250
and 8-anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonate (ANS) were
obtained from Merck, Germany. MCF-7 cells were
purchased from the Pasteur Institute of Iran. EPR
HCl was obtained from Ebewe Pharma, Austria.
The other chemicals were obtained from Merck,
Germany.
Synthesis of HsAFr-EPR-DA complexes
The loading of EPR into HsAFr was achieved as
described by H. Gomhor J. Alqaraghuli et al. [19],
and the synthesis of HsAFr-EPR-DA complexes
was carried out based on the modified methods
proposed by Kim et al. and Lee et al. [32, 33].
EDC (0.5 mg) and NHS (0.3 mg) were dissolved
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in one milliliter of phosphate buffer solution (pH:
6.6) for at the temperature of 25°C for 15 minutes
in order to prepare the activation buffer. The
activation buffer was added to one milligram of
EPR-loaded HsAFr drop-wise with slow stirring.
After 20 minutes, 0.2 milligram of DA was added,
and the pH was adjusted to 6.8 using HCl (0.01
M), and the mixture was incubated for three
hours. The solution was dialyzed against 0.01 M
phosphate buffer solution (pH: 7.4, 450 ml) in
triplicate at two-hour intervals so as to completely
drive out the free DA molecules from the HsAFrEPR-DA complexes.
Characterization of the HsAFr-EPR-DA complexes
The HsAFr-EPR-DA complexes were characterized
using several techniques. Absorption spectra were
performed using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer
(model: Agilent 8453). The CD results were
recorded using a spectropolarimeter (model
JASCO J-810), and the transmission electronics
microscopy (TEM) measurements were performed
using a transmission electron microscope (Zeiss,
model: EM10C-100 kV).
Spectrofluorometric studies
The fluorescence emission spectra were
recorded using a quartz cuvette (path length: 1
cm) at the temperature of 25°C. The experiments
for the fluorescence emission spectra were
conducted using ANS by incubating the HsAFr
protein solutions and 30 micrometers of ANS for
30 minutes. In addition, the fluorescence spectra
were recorded at the excitation wavelength of 360
nanometers. It is notable that the samples without
HsAFr were considered as controls.
In-vitro study of EPR release from the HsAFr-DA
nanocages
The in-vitro study of EPR release from the
HsAFr-DA nanocages was performed using the
dialysis method. The HsAFr-EPR-DA sample
was placed in a dialysis bag (cutoff: 12,000 Da).
The dialysis bag was tied and immersed in 50
milliliters of 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution
(pH: 7.4) at the temperature of 37°C, along with
stirring at 120 rpm. At the time intervals of two,
four, six, eight, 10, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 70, and 80
hours. Two milliliters of the aliquots of the release
medium were removed, and the same volume of
fresh phosphate buffer was added to the system.
The amount of drug in the release medium was
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evaluated using the fluorescence technique based
on the comparison to the standard curve; the EPR
on the excitation of 482 nanometers indicated a
strong fluorescence peak at 560 nanometers [34].
Cell proliferation assays
The effects of proliferation inhibition on the
MCF-7 cancer cell line were determined using
HsAFr-EPR-DA at the concentrations of 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, 0.8, 1.6, and 3.2 micrometers using the MTT
assay. We used the MCF-7 obtained from the
mammary gland and breast, which was a nontriple, negative human breast cell line. The cell
line was seeded in 75-cm2 tissue culture flasks and
preserved in Dulbecco’s MEM supplemented with
10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, 100 U
mL-1 of penicillin, and 100 μg/mL-1 of streptomycin.
The medium was renewed every two days, and the
cell cultures were incubated at the temperature of
37°C in a humid environment (95% air, 5% CO2)
[35, 36].
TEM experiment
The TEM experiment using HsAFr-EPR was
achieved as described by H. Gomhor J. Alqaraghuli
et al. [19].
Stability of the HsAFr-EPR-DA complexes in
storage
The stability of the HsAFr-EPR-DA complexes
was determined based on the modified method
proposed by Kilic et al. [37]. The samples of
the HsAFr-EPR-DA complex were preserved in
phosphate buffer solution at the pH of 7.4 and
temperature of 4°C and 37°C for six weeks. The
released EPR molecules were removed from the
samples every two weeks using a dialysis bag
(cutoff: 12 KDa) using the diffusion technique
with 50 milliliters of the same buffer for one hour.
Following that, the HsAFr, EPR, and DA contents of
the samples were determined using the Bradford
assay and fluorescence technique.
RESULTS AND DISSCUATION
Characterization of DA-conjugated EPR-loaded
HsAFr
HsAFr showed an absorption peak at 280 nm
[38]. Absorption at 280 nanometers reflected the
residues of the aromatic amino acid content in the
HsAFr protein. On the other hand, the spectrum
of red EPR showed the maxima at 481 nanometers
[19, 39]. In addition, DA showed an absorption
Nanomed. J. 6(4): 250-257, Autumn 2019
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band at 280 nanometers [40]. Absorption at 280
nanometers in DA was due to π→π* transition in
the aromatic rings [41]. The UV-Vis spectra of the
HsAFr-EPR-DA complexes were determined as well
(Fig 1).

Fig 1. UV-Vis Spectra of HsAFr and HsAFr-EPR-DA Complexes
Showing Absorbance Peaks at 280 and 481 nm

The UV-Vis spectra of the HsAFr-EPRDA complexes were also verified in order to
investigate the encapsulation of the drug in the
apoferritin through the absorption observed at
481 nanometers, and the surface was modified
HsAFr with DA through the absorption with high
intensity at 280 nanometers. The number of the
DA-targeting molecules was determined via UVVis spectrophotometry at 280 nanometers after
using the blank HsAFr protein and EPR. The ratio
of the HsAFr:DA molecules was 1:102. The DA
fluorescence spectra in the DA solution and HsAFrEPR-DA complexes were determined after using
the blank HsAFr (Fig 2).

the HsAFr-EPR-DA sample was measured using
the Bradford assay to prepare the blank solution
of HsAFr [43]. According to the findings, the
fluorescence spectra of DA in the DA solution
and HsAFr-Epr-DA complex exhibited an emission
maximum at the wavelength of 317 nanometers.
Moreover, the HsAFr surface was modified with
DA in the HsAFr-EPR-DA complex.
Effects of targeting and drug encapsulation on
the HsAFr structure
ANS is a fluorescent probe used to investigate
conformational changes in proteins. ANS shows
higher fluorescence intensity when binding to
the hydrophobic sites of proteins [44, 45]. The
hydrophobicity of drug carrier is an essential
factor in this regard since it may affect the
distribution, bioavailability, and solubility of the
drug-carrier complex [46]. The fluorescence spectra
of ANS, HsAFr-ANS, HsAFr-EPR-ANS, and HsAFr-EPRDA-ANS demonstrated a maximum at the same
wavelength (523 nm) for all HsAFr when they were
all excited at 360 nanometers, with blue shifts in
the wavelength (Fig 3).

Fig 3. ANS Fluorescence Spectra of ANS, HsAFr-ANS, HsAFrEPR-ANS, and HsAFr-EPR-DA-ANS (Excitation wavelength set at
360 nm; fluorescence spectra exhibited emission maximum at
approximately same wavelength [523 nm])

Fig2. Dopamine Fluorescence Spectra in DA Solution and
HsAFr-EPR-DA Complexes (Excitation wavelength set at 279
nm; fluorescence spectra exhibited emission maximum at
wavelength of 317 nm)

The DA fluorescence spectra were recorded at
285-405 nanometers at the excitation wavelength
of 279 nanometers [42]. The HsAFr protein in
Nanomed. J. 6(4): 250-257, Autumn 2019

ANS is weakly fluorescent in water, while
its spectrum is blue-shifted, and its intensity
significantly increased when binding to the
proteinic nonpolar sites [47, 48]. In the present
study, the ANS measurements were carried out
to assess the occurrence of exposed hydrophobic
surfaces in the HsAFr-EPR-DA complexes. No
changes were observed in the fluorescence spectra
of HsAFr after drug loading and DA targeting.
Therefore, it could be concluded that the HsAFr
protein was stable after drug loading and surface
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modification with DA.In the current research, the
far-UV CD spectra were recorded to investigate the
changes in the secondary structure of HsAFr after
surface modification with DA.Fig 4 depicts the CD
spectra of the HsAFr-EPR-DA complexes and HsAFr
within the range of 195-245 nanometers. HsAFr
subunits are composed of α-helix bundles, which
appeared in two clear negative peaks at 208 and
221 nanometers [49]. The CD spectra were still
similar to the negative peaks, which indicated that
the secondary structure in HsAFr remained almost
constant before and after surface modification
with DA. It is also notable that the CD spectra
of HsAFr-EPR-DA reduced in terms of negative
ellipticity, while indicating no changes in the
secondary structure of apoferritin, which was still
predominated by α-helix. In this regard, Jiang et al.
and Liu et al. reported similar results in terms of
apoferritin as a nanocarrier [19, 50, 51].

Fig 4. CD Spectra of HsAFr and HsAFr-EPR-DA Complexes (CD
spectra exhibited two negative peaks at 208 and 221 nm)

negatively stained, EPR-loaded HsAFr with uranyl
acetate. When the EPR molecules were entrapped
inside the HsAFr protein cages, the drug molecules
prevented uranyl acetate from entering the inner
cavity of HsAFr (white arrows). In case of HsAFr
alone, uranyl acetate could enter the HsAFr cavity
via channels after negative staining with uranyl
acetate (black arrows) [52].
In-vitro drug release from HsAFr-DA nanocages
Fig 6 shows the EPR drug release profile from
the HsAFr-DA nanocarriers in phosphate buffer
in physiological conditions (pH: 7.4, 37°C) as a
function of time. Moreover, the obtained results
indicated the acceptable drug release at the pH of
7.4 to be approximately 25.34% of the loaded EPR
that was released after eight hours, and 81.39% of
the loaded EPR was released after 48 hours.

Fig 6. Rate of EPR Drug Release from HsAFr-DA Nanocarriers at
pH of 7.4 (Release profiles of EPR in phosphate buffer solution
at 37°C as function of time)

The inner surface of the HsAFr protein nanocage
was rich in the acidic residues of glutamate (Glu)
and aspartate (Asp) amino acids, resulting in a
high negative charge density in the inner cavity
of the HsAFr nanocage at physiological pH [53].
At the pH of 7.4, the carboxylic groups of Asp and
Glu residues were ionized, and the drug molecules
were neutral due to the non-protonation of its
amino groups, which in turn led to the reduction
of the electrostatic interaction of neutral EPR drug
molecules with the negatively charged inner cavity
of the apoferritin. This phenomenon led to drug
release from EPR-loaded HsAFr-DA over time.
Fig 5. TEM Image of Negatively Stained EPR-loaded HsAFr
(Presence and absence of EPR in cavity of HsAFr shown in white
and black arrows)

TEM
Similar to the image presented in our previous
study [19], Fig 5 shows the TEM result of the
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In-vitro cytotoxicity of HsAFr-EPR-DA
The cytotoxic activity of HsAFr, DA, EPR, HsAFrDA, HsAFr-EPR and HsAFr-EPR-DA at various
concentrations was assessed against the cultured
MCF-7 cell lines using the MTT assay. After 24
hours, the IC50 values of EPR, HsAFr-EPR, and
Nanomed. J. 6(4): 250-257, Autumn 2019
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HsAFr-EPR-DA were estimated at 1.29, 0.54, and
0.32 µM, respectively. These findings suggested
that the activity of HsAFr-EPR-DA against the
MCF-7 cell line was more significant compared to
HsAFr-EPR and free EPR.
Fig 7 shows the toxicity of HsAFr, DA, HsAFr-DA,
EPR, HsAFr-EPR, and HsAFr-EPR-DA in the MCF7 cell line. The MTT assay with 1.6 micrometers
of EPR, EPR-loaded HsAFr, and HsAFr-EPR-DA
reduced cell growth by 56%, 82.66%, and 100%,
respectively. According to the obtained results, the
toxicity of EPR-loaded HsAFr was higher compared
to free EPR since HsAFr could enter the tumor cells
through interactions with the scavenger receptor
(CD163) and transferrin receptors 1 (TfR1) (CD71),
which are overexpressed more significantly on
the membrane of tumor cells [54-56]. The higher
toxicity of HsAFr-EPR-DA suggested that the
HsAFr nanocarriers have high affinity for tumor
cells through the SCARA5 and TfR1 receptors via
an endocytosis pathway. On the other hand, the
presence of DA receptors on the membrane of
breast cancer cells [57] indicated the dual-targeting
delivery of EPR. Furthermore, the obtained data
demonstrated no clear cytotoxicity at any of the
concentrations of the synthesized HsAFr-DA,
making it a safe and effective drug delivery carrier.
H sA Fr
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Fig 7. Proliferation Inhibition Effect of HsAFr-EPR-DA Compared
to HsAFr, DA, HsAFr-DA, EPR, and HsAFr-EPR in MCF-7 Cell Line
(IC50 values of EPR, HsAFr-EPR, and HsAFr-EPR-DA after 24
hours estimated at 1.29, 0.54, and 0.32 µM, respectively)

Stability of the HsAFr-EPR-DA complexes in storage
The contents of the HsAFr-EPR-DA complex
remained constant at the temperature of 4°C
during six weeks indicated that the HsAFr shell was
capable of holding the EPR molecules within the
protein nanocage. The high stability of the drugloaded HsAFr complexes seemed to be a general
property of the highly stable structure of the HsAFr
protein nanocage. In this regard, Dostalova et al.
stated that doxorubicin within the HsAFr cage had
no substantial changes for several weeks [37]. It is
also notable that the high stability of the HsAFrNanomed. J. 6(4): 250-257, Autumn 2019

EPR-DA complex was a desirable property for its
short-term storage as it could be preserved at the
temperature of 4°C for several weeks as a drug
delivery nanocarrier for therapeutic applications.
CONCLUSION
In the present study, we developed a novel
dual-targeted delivery system, and EPR as an
anticancer drug was encapsulated in the core of the
delivery system, which was composed of the HsAFr
protein nanocage with DA utilized as a targeting
ligand. Moreover, the ligand-based dual-targeted
delivery system could be a new step toward the
improvement of anticancer drugs to target cancer
cells through a wide range of receptors. The HsAFrEPR-DA complexes were successfully prepared,
and their detailed characterization indicated that
the HsAFr protein nanocage was stable after EPR
loading and its surface modification with DA.
According to the findings regarding drug
release, HsAFr provided a drug-controlled release
from EPR-loaded HsAFr-DA, which was achieved
at the pH of 7.4 and temperature of 37°C. The
HsAFr-EPR-DA complex on the MCF-7 cell line
was assessed, and the results indicated increased
activity against the MCF-7 cell line compared
to the free drug and HsAFr-EPR. Furthermore,
the HsAFr-DA nanocarrier successfully delivered
EPR and targeted breast cancer cells through
the TfR and DA receptors. On the other hand,
the obtained results demonstrated that dualtargeted nanocarriers could be utilized to target
and improve the therapeutic efficacy of EPR as an
anticancer drug. The HsAFr-EPR-DA sample was
stable when preserved at the temperature of 4°C
within six weeks. In conclusion, the findings of
the current research implied that the synthesized
HsAFr-DA complex was an optimal nanocarrier in
the dual-targeted delivery of anticancer drugs.
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